
The new date for the trade fair

16 - 19 June 2020

We open the door a little bit ...

and give you access to our digital exhibition stand

The new date for trade fair FENSTERBAU FRONTALE 2020 has been set - and the joyful anticipation 

could take longer. We would like to give you a small foretaste of the update our hinges have received. 

Thanks to the developments in concealed hinges and in adjustable receivers for barrel hinges, especially 

exterior doors close absolutely leakproof. The development work for exterior door hinges has also had 

positive effects on the hinges for interior doors ...

 Please, feel free to look around! Scan QR Code and experience the latest news.
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PIVOTA DX 38 N 3-D

We optimized one of the most sold hinges.  Experience an even better 

workability through an optimized milling pattern. Compare the new hinge 

with its‘ predecessor and scan the QR-Code for further information.

Key Facts

- Door weight: 60 kg per pair

- optimized milling pattern

- higher opening dimension

desk 1

PIVOTA DX 38 N 3-D

(new)

Jürgen and Albert Bartels

scan QR-Code and enter our

digital expo

„We are looking forward to meeting you in person and

want to share some of our presented products on

Fensterbau Frontale“



Our innovative adjustment technology has a positive impact on the 

covered „MASTERBAND“. Which effect it is and how it is compared to 

previous versions you see behind the QR-Code.

PIVOTA FX2 80 3-D

Key Facts

- for rebated doors

- Door weight: 80 kg per pair

PIVOTA FX2 80 3-D

(new)

desk 2

scan QR-Code and enter our

digital expo



BaSys - Fittings with ideas

BaSys stands for Bartels Systembeschläge. The family-owned company run by Albert and Jürgen 

Bartels has been developing, producing and selling an all-embracing range of building hardware since 

1995. With its hinge and striking-plate systems, BaSys regards itself as a problem solver for door and 

frame manufacturers throughout Europe as well as for national and international customers from retail 

and the trades. In 2001, the company was the first German manufacturer to present a concealed and 

three-dimensionally adjustable hinge with the PIVOTA® product range, initiating a new design trend in 

the door industry. At company headquarters in Kalletal, East Westphalia, BaSys employs around 100 

members of staff. In 2018 BaSys won the TOP 100 Award as one of the most innovative German 

mid-marked companies

Talk to a strong partner

B/a/S/y/s - Bartels Systembeschläge GmbH
Gewerbegebiet Echternhagen 2
32689 Kalletal

phone: +49 5264 / 6473 - 0

fax: +49 5264 / 6473 - 30

e-mail: vertrieb@basys.biz


